Visual search for direction of shading is influenced by apparent depth.
Recent reports of rapid visual search for some feature conjunctions suggested that preattentive vision might be sensitive to scene-based as well as to image-based features (Enns & Rensink, 1990a, 1990b). This study examined visual search for targets defined by the direction of a luminance gradient, a conjunction of luminance and relative location that often corresponds to object curvature and direction of lighting in naturalistic scenes. Experiment 1 showed that such search is influenced by several factors, including the type of gradient, the shape of the contour enclosing the gradient, and the background luminance. These factors were varied systematically in Experiment 2 in a three-dimensionality rating task and in a visual-search task. The factors combined interactively in the rating task, supporting the presence of an emergent property of three-dimensionality. In contrast, each factor contributed only additively to the speed of the visual-search task. This is inconsistent with the view that search is guided by specialized detectors for surface curvature or direction of lighting. Rather, it is in keeping with the view that search is governed by a number of "quick and dirty" processes that are implemented rapidly and in parallel across the visual field.